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While on other museum-related 
activities on 8 July 1990, we discovered 
three new Double-crested Cormorant 
colonies in northern Saskatchewan. All 
were first spotted from an aircraft and 
were photographed, thus permitting 
nest counts. The first colony of 30 
nests was on a small island off the 
north shore of Peter Pond Lake. We 
could not locate the island on the 
1:50,000 map sheet and concluded 
that it had recently appeared. The 
second and third colonies were found 
on Wasekamb Lake. One colony, lo¬ 
cated in Gregory Bay, held 121 nests 
and the other, east of Sebestyen 
Island, held 70 nests. In addition, the 
number of islands which held cor¬ 
morant colonies on Churchill Lake had 
also increased from seven in 19852 to 
perhaps 10 to 12, although we did not 
conduct an exact count. 

BEGINNER’S MIND 
Let us not limit ourselves by pretending 
to understand this planet or the mirade which drives it. 
We are prejudiced by the scale of things. 
How does the body look to a microorganism ? 
Is “thought”peculiar to the human brain? 
Do cells feel? Do flowers see their own colors? 
What does the river know? Do stones carry memories? 
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The last census of Saskatchewan 
cormorant colonies was carried out in 
1985.1 At that time, the cormorant 
population of 26 colonies had in¬ 
creased almost 52% over that of 1982.2 
Some of the largest increases occurred 
at Churchill Lake, close to the newly- 
found colonies reported here. It would 
appear that the increase in cormorants 
in the north is continuing, although a 
province-wide survey is clearly needed. 
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